Language Map
Speaking / Topic

1

Grammar

1.1 What's the story behind your

parents?

Using -ing forms: subjects, verbs,
and expressions

1.3 How many pets have you lived

know?

2

Common uses of get
Suffixes for nouns and adjectives

with?

1.4 What difficult people do you

Using the infinitive with
adjectives: active and passive
sentences

1.5 Do you still make voice calls?

Developing an argument (1)

2.1 What's most on your mind right

Noun modifiers: nouns and
adjectives; expressing surprise

now?

2.2 Do you worry about your diet?

Using noun, verb, and sentence
complements

2.3 Who's the smartest person you

An effective paragraph: topic
sentences; using connectors

Expressions for food habits
Describing ability; reference
words

know?

2.4 Do you enjoy science fiction?

Writing

Family: compound words and
phrasal verbs

name?

1.2 Do / Did you get along with your

Vocabulary / Strategies

Degrees of certainty: may, might,
must, can, and could

2.5 What was the last test you took?

Expressing advantages and
disadvantages; agreeing and
disagreeing

A for-and-against essay: listing
pros and cons, contrasting, and
reaching a conclusion
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3

3.1 Do you get embarrassed easily?

Narrative style

Physical actions; creating
suspense

3.2 How often do you take selfies?

Past narration: simple,
continuous, and perfect tenses;
spoken grammar

Longer numbers

3.3 What invention can't you live

Words to describe inventions;
binomials: repeated words,
opposites, and related words

without?

3.4 What was your favorite activity as Describing past habits and states:
a child?

simple past, used to, and would

3.5 What makes you really happy?

4

Telling a story (1): linking words
to sequence events

4.1 Are you ever deceived by ads?
4.2 Are teachers important in the
digital age?

False advertising: phrasal verbs;
developing an argument (2)
Conjunctions to compare and
contrast ideas: although, (even)
though, despite, in spite of, unlike,
while, and whereas

4.3 What was the last rumor you

Time expressions; similes

heard?

4.4 How would you describe
yourself?

4.5 How many pairs of glasses do you
own?

Reflexive pronouns with -self /
-selves; reciprocal actions with
each other / one another

Avoiding repetition

Figurative expressions

A product review: making
generalizations
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5

Grammar

5.1 What's your biggest life decision

to do?

Imaginary situations (1): wish and Expressing encouragement
if only

5.3 How important is a college

Expressing negative ideas;
prefixes: over-, under-, and inter-

degree?

5.4 Did you make any mistakes
today?

6

Imaginary situations (2): mixed
conditionals

5.5 How lucky are you?

Telling a story (2): using a good
range of adjectives

6.1 Have you ever Googled yourself?
6.2 Do you worry about privacy?

Verbs and expressions for online
privacy
Using passive structures: be,
modal verbs, and have

6.3 What makes you suspicious?
6.4 Are you into social media?

Writing

Collocations with verbs to discuss
adversity; building a narrative

so far?

5.2 What would you love to be able

Vocabulary / Strategies

Responding to an argument
More privacy words and
expressions

Question words with -ever: who,
what, which, when, and where

6.5 Who do you share your secrets

A how to ... guide: giving specific
directions

with?
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7

7.1 How important is music to you?
7.2 What was your most recent
disappointment?

Success expressions; talking
about changing tastes
Conjunctions to express purpose
and reason: (in order) to, so (that),
as, since, because (of), and due to

7.3 What's the best movie you've

Failure expressions; words that
are nouns, verbs, or both

seen?

7.4 When was the last time you went
to a museum?

Uses of so

Modifying nouns: another,
some other and the others

7.5 Which musician do you listen to

Writing a review: using adverbs
effectively

the most?

8

8.1 Has fear ever held you back?
8.2 Are you good at improvising?

Expressing fears; physical
symptoms of fear
Describing past ability: could and
was / were able to

8.3 How much attention do you pay

Common verb + noun
collocations

to the news?

8.4 What prevents you from traveling Expressing obligation,
more?

8.5 Who do you usually turn to for
advice?
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permission, and advice: must /
have (got) to, had better, be allowed
to, be supposed to, and should /
ought to
A message of advice: using
friendly comments for
naturalness
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9

Grammar

9.1 How much time do you spend on

Word order for objects and phrasal Verbs and expressions for
verbs
interacting with people

9.2 What behavior is rude in your

Uses of which in non-restrictive
clauses

your own?
culture?

9.3 What does your age group worry
9.4 Would you be a good detective?

Reduced relative clauses: active
and passive

9.5 What do you spend the most

Developing an argument (3)

10.1 How do you like to get around

Phrasal verbs; talking about
unexpected events

money on?

town?

10.2 What's your idea of a perfect
vacation?

Negative questions; indirect
questions: Wh- and yes-no

10.3 Which foreign country would you

over time?

A problem-solution essay:
conjunctions to express purpose,
to compare, to concede, and to
express reason

Forming nouns from phrasal
verbs
Words with literal and figurative
meanings

most like to live in?

10.4 Has your daily routine changed

Writing

Describing attitudes

about the most?

10

Vocabulary / Strategies

Talking about acquired habits: be
and get used to

10.5 Which are your two favorite cities

A travel report: using synonyms
and figurative expressions in
descriptions

and why?
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11.1 What recent news has caught

Words and expressions for
talking about the news

your eye?

11.2 Have you ever laughed at the
wrong moment?

Reporting what people say (1):
reported statements and questions

11.3 What was the last video you

Expressions for emotional
reactions

shared?

11.4 What's your definition of gossip?

Reporting what people say (2):
reporting patterns with the
infinitive and base form

Expressions for gossiping

11.5 Would you enjoy being world

A letter of complaint: writing a
formal email

famous?

12

12.1 How optimistic are you?
12.2 Will the world be better in 100
years?

Expressing optimism and
pessimism
Talking about the future (1):
predictions with going to, will,
future perfect and future continuous

12.3 What's the coldest place you've

Expressions for discussing
innovation

been to?

12.4 What was the last excuse you
made?

12.5 What will your life be like 10
years from now?

Uses of by; other ways to make
predictions

Talking about the future (2):
expressing plans and intentions,
decisions, and scheduled events;
time clauses
Expressions for degrees of
certainty

An email to your future self: using
adverbs for emphasis
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Phrasal verb list p.165
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